
The actual batteries directive distinguishes following types of batteries:

.    Batteries put on the market: decision taken by producers, based upon a decision tree. 

.    Collected batteries: decision taken by sorting or recycling facilities. The criteria used by them differ per country, 
     e.g. weight, collection point typology, same proportion industrial – portable for collected batteries as for batteries 
     put on the market, sampling, or a mix of these criteria.

The classification of the actual batteries directive corresponds to an economic reality, but:
1. Batteries put on market: producers know in most cases the intended use.
2. Collected batteries: operational actors cannot know the intended use. 

Applying different criteria makes it very difficult to compare like-for-like the collection rates of the Member States.

Eucobat position

classification of batteries

Clear interpretation guidance is required for the 
operational actors for the collected batteries, in order 
to ensure that these operational actors classify the 
batteries in the same way.

To distinguish portable batteries from industrial waste 
batteries, a weight limit of 5 kg could be used as a 
criterion.

Regulation should guarantee a level playing field for 
the collection, recycling and treatment of lithium 
batteries and should:

.    Describe the requirement to create and 
     maintain appropriate take-back structures for 
     industrial and automotive batteries, and;
.    Strictly avoid improper disposal of waste industrial 
     or automotive batteries and cells they're composed 
     of, through collection schemes for portable 
     batteries.

Definitions Market evolution

Issues

Current classification
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Any battery that:
.    is sealed, and; 
.    can be hand-carried, and;
.    is neither an industrial battery or 
     accumulator nor an automotive 
     battery or accumulator.

Any battery or accumulator used for 
automotive starter, lighting or ignition 
power.

portable Automotive

Any battery designed for:
.    exclusively industrial or 
     professional uses, or; 
.    used in any type of electric vehicle.

Industrial


